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The 57Fe-specific phonon density of states �DOS� of Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2 single crystals �x=0.0,0.08� was
measured at cryogenic temperatures and at high pressures with nuclear-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering.
Measurements were conducted for two different orientations of the single crystals, yielding the orientation-
projected 57Fe-phonon density of states for phonon polarizations in-plane and out-of-plane with respect to the
basal plane of the crystal structure. In the tetragonal phase at 300 K, a clear stiffening was observed upon
doping with Co. Increasing pressure to 4 GPa caused a marked increase of phonon frequencies, with the doped
material still stiffer than the parent compound. Upon cooling, both the doped and undoped samples showed a
stiffening and the parent compound exhibited a discontinuity across the magnetic and structural phase transi-
tions. These findings are generally compatible with the changes in volume of the system upon doping, increas-
ing pressure, or increasing temperature, but an extra softening of high-energy modes occurs with increasing
temperature. First-principles computations of the phonon DOS were performed and showed an overall agree-
ment with the experimental results, but underestimate the Grüneisen parameter. This discrepancy is explained
in terms of a magnetic Grüneisen parameter, causing an extra phonon stiffening as magnetism is suppressed
under pressure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of superconductivity in iron pnic-
tides at temperatures up to 55 K has generated great excite-
ment and many investigations have sought to clarify the
mechanism responsible for superconductivity in these com-
pounds. Although this new class of compounds presents
some similarities with the cuprate superconductors �e.g., lay-
ered structure and nearness to magnetism�, the parent com-
pounds in the case of the iron pnictides are metals, rather
than insulating oxides. Early first-principles calculations of
the electron-phonon coupling have shown that a conven-
tional electron-phonon coupling in the Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrieffer theory is too weak to explain the magnitude of the
observed superconducting temperature, Tc.

1 Measurements
of phonons in several compounds have been performed, but
no significant changes in the phonon density of states �DOS�
have been reported across Tc.

2,3 However, an isotope effect
was observed in Ba1−xKxFe2As2 and SmFeAsO1−xFx by Liu
et al.,4 while Shirage et al. observed an inverse isotope effect
in Ba1−xKxFe2As2.5 Also, some anomalies have been in re-
ported in the behavior of phonons6 and recent reports have
emphasized the potential importance of coupling of phonons
to the magnetic structure or to spin fluctuations.7–12

Superconductivity in the iron pnictides can be achieved
by doping the parent compounds either in the Fe planes
themselves, as in the present case of Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2,13 or
in the separating layers, as in Ba1−xKxFe2As2 or

LaO1−xFxFeAs. Superconductivity can also be achieved in
the undoped parent compounds by increasing pressure,14–17

although the degree of hydrostaticity may influence the ap-
pearance of superconductivity.18 Several studies have shown
that the magnetism in BaFe2As2 is suppressed with increas-
ing pressure17–19 and that the parent compound becomes su-
perconducting, with a maximum in Tc at P�4 GPa under
quasihydrostatic conditions �as obtained in diamond-anvil
cells�.16,17

Changes in composition, temperature, and pressure can all
lead to shifts in the phonon energies of a crystal, but these
are often interrelated. For example, temperature will affect
volume through thermal expansion. Doping also commonly
leads to changes in lattice parameters, besides changing, e.g.,
carrier concentration. As a result, the effects of temperature
alone �at constant volume�, or doping alone, are not straight-
forward to establish, unless one records the dependency on
the multiple coupled parameters. Using nuclear-resonant in-
elastic x-ray scattering �NRIXS�, we have performed a sys-
tematic study of phonons in Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2, as function of
temperature, pressure, and doping, in order to compare the
effect of different thermodynamic parameters on the phonon
DOS.

Previous investigations have not reported a systematic ef-
fect of doping on the phonons in Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2, although
effects of doping on phonons have been reported in other
iron pnictides.20–22 We show in the present study that doping
in BaFe2As2 also has an affect on the phonons. The effect of
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an increase in pressure is directly observed in the phonons
and the effect of compression has some similarities with the
effect seen upon doping. The temperature dependence of the
phonons can also be interpreted in terms of the change in the
lattice volume due to thermal expansion and we could com-
pare the predicted effect of thermal expansion within the
quasiharmonic approximation to the effect observed upon
compression.

II. SAMPLE SYNTHESIS

Single-crystalline samples of BaFe2As2 and optimally
doped �for maximum Tc� Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2 �x=0.08� were
synthesized via a flux-growth technique13 using an Fe-As
flux enriched in the 57Fe isotope. The isotopic enrichment
was about 50%. The crystals formed small shiny, smooth
plates about 2-mm wide and 0.1-mm thick.

Resistivity and magnetic-susceptibility measurements
were performed on the 57Fe-enriched samples. Results are
shown in Fig. 1. The spin-density wave transition tempera-
ture of the parent compound was TSDW=130 K and the su-
perconducting transition temperature in the doped compound
was Tc=22 K. There was no detectable shift in the super-
conducting transition temperature with partial 57Fe enrich-
ment in our samples. Liu et al. reported a positive isotope
effect for 54Fe enrichment in Ba1−xKxFe2As2.4 However, Shi-
rage et al. reported an inverse isotope effect in the same
compound with 54Fe and 57Fe isotopes,5 so a definite isotope
effect remains to be established.

X-ray diffraction patterns were acquired at 300 K on pow-
ders obtained by crushing the platelets. The x-ray patterns
were refined with a Rietveld procedure, as implemented in
the software FULLPROF.23 Results are listed in Table I. The
substitution of Fe by Co leads to a slight contraction of c
parameter �−0.27%�, while the a and b parameters are almost
unchanged �difference smaller than 0.03%�. The contraction

of the c axis upon doping and the lack of change for a and b
axes are consistent with the lattice parameters previously re-
ported for the case of samples synthesized from natural
iron.13

III. NUCLEAR-RESONANT INELASTIC X-RAY
SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS

NRIXS measurements24–26 were performed at cryogenic
temperatures at beamline 3-IDD and high pressures at beam-
line 16-IDD �HP-CAT� at the Advanced Photon Source at the
Argonne National Laboratory. In all measurements, the inci-
dent photon energy was tuned to 14.4124 keV, the nuclear
resonance energy of 57Fe. The NRIXS signal was measured
with multiple avalanche photodiode detectors positioned 90°
from the direction of the beam, with the exception of the IP
high-pressure measurement, for which detectors were posi-
tioned 60° from the direction of the beam �due to pressure
cell geometry constraints�. Data were collected in scans of
incident photon energy, with �E=−60–+60 meV from the
resonant energy, in steps of 0.5 meV. The experimental en-
ergy resolution function was measured with a single ava-
lanche photodiode placed in the forward beam direction, re-
cording the intensity as a function of the shift of the incident
energy away from the 57Fe resonance energy �the data for the
instrument resolution were summed over all runs performed
in the same conditions�. Representative spectra for the
NRIXS data and the instrumental resolution are shown in
Fig. 2. The monochromator energy resolution �full width at
half maximum� was 2.2 meV in the measurements as func-
tion of pressure and 2.5 meV in the measurements as func-
tion of temperature.

All of the NRIXS data reductions were performed using
the standard software PHOENIX.27 The raw NRIXS spectra,
given as intensity versus the angle of the monochromator
crystals, were converted to intensity versus energy transfer.
The first few bins on the low energy side �−60 to −55 meV�
were used to determine an energy independent background
and was removed for all energy transfers. The elastic peak
was removed using the measured resolution function. The
contribution from multiphonon scattering processes was sub-
tracted using a self-consistent procedure based on a Fourier-
log method28 and the Fe-partial phonon density of states
�pDOS� was obtained by correcting for the thermal occupa-
tion factor.

A. Pressure-dependent measurements

Measurements as function of pressure were performed in
panoramic diamond-anvil cells �DACs�, with diamonds of

FIG. 1. �Color online� Resistivity curves for BaFe2As2 �122�
and BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 �Co-122� synthesized with 50%
57Fe-enriched iron. Top inset shows the derivative of the resistivity
and the magnetization for the parent compound BaFe2As2. Bottom
inset shows the resistivity and magnetization of BaFe1.84Co0.16As2

at low temperature.

TABLE I. Rietveld refinements of crystal structure of
57Fe-enriched samples �T=300 K, �=1.540 56 Å�.

Sample BaFe2As2 BaFe1.84Co0.16As2

a=b�Å� 3.9613�1� 3.9604�1�
c�Å� 13.0148�3� 12.9793�3�
zAs

a 0.35423�7� 0.35423�8�
aFractional coordinate.
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500 �m diameter culets. The samples were 100-�m-wide
platelike crystals and were contained inside the DACs by Be
gaskets drilled with 130 �m holes �the samples remained
parallel to the gasket plane�. The pressure medium was sili-
cone oil, which provides a nearly hydrostatic pressure me-
dium up to 10 GPa.29 The pressure inside the DACs was
determined through the fluorescence line of ruby crystals
loaded with the samples in the pressure medium.30 Measure-
ments were performed with the cells at ambient pressure �0
GPa� and with the cells pressurized to 4.0�0.2 GPa.

Out-of-plane �OP� measurements were performed with
the incident beam passing through the diamonds and the
scattered NRIXS signal measured through the Be gasket. In-
plane �IP� measurements were performed with the incident
beam passing through the Be gasket and the scattered
NRIXS signal also measured through the Be gasket. The
geometry of the high-pressure NRIXS measurements is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.

B. Temperature-dependent measurements

Measurements as function of temperature �10 to 300 K, at
ambient pressure� were performed in an evacuated He-flow
cryostat, with the sample mounted on a Cu cold finger and
exposed to the x-ray beam through a beryllium dome. The
temperature was monitored with two thermocouples posi-
tioned, respectively, on the cryostat head and directly next to
the sample on a Cu bracket. The readings from the two ther-
mocouples were in good agreement throughout the measure-
ments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Effect of doping

The Fe-partial phonon DOSs �300 K, 0 GPa� for IP and
OP modes in BaFe2As2 and BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 are shown in
Fig. 4. The Fe partial phonon DOS is composed of three
peaks around 13, 25, and 32 meV. The low- and medium-
energy peaks are more prominent in the OP-polarized DOS,

indicating that a larger proportion of displacements along the
c axis in these energy ranges. This is physically intuitive, as
the crystal structure is expected to have lower vibration fre-
quencies for displacements of Fe atoms along c. In the parent
compound �x=0�, we find for the first moment of the phonon
energies: �EIP

x=0�=24.57�0.04 meV for IP vibrations, while
�EOP

x=0�=22.93�0.06 meV for OP vibrations.
As can be seen in this Fig. 4, the phonons are stiffer in the

doped material than in the parent compound, for both the IP-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� NRIXS data measured on BaFe2As2

sample at T=300 K and P=0 GPa �solid line, “sample”� and mea-
sured resolution function of beamline 16-IDD �dashed line, “reso-
lution”�. �E is the shift from the 57Fe nuclear resonance energy.
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FIG. 3. Schematic of geometry of high-pressure NRIXS mea-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Fe-partial phonon DOS for modes
with IP polarizations in Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2 for x=0.0 and x=0.08 at
ambient conditions �T=300 K, P=0 GPa�. �b� Same for OP
polarizations.
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and OP-polarized vibrations. This is particularly well seen on
the peak at about 32 meV and at the phonon cutoff. The mass
difference of Co and Fe atoms cannot account for this shift,
since Co is heavier than Fe. The phonon stiffening is about
0.5 meV at the cutoff, which is significant ��1.5% change�,
considering that doping only causes a modest contraction in
the c lattice parameter ��0.25%� and almost no change in
the a and b parameters. The stiffening of phonons upon dop-
ing was also observed in the measurements at 4 GPa, where
a similar magnitude in the shift upon doping persisted. Our
analysis of the cutoff energy gives �Ecut

IP =0.5�0.1 meV for
IP modes and �Ecut

OP=0.4�0.1 meV for OP modes at 300 K
and 0 GPa.

B. Effect of pressure

Measurements under pressure were performed with single
crystals loaded inside the diamond-anvil cells. The single
crystals were oriented with the c axis parallel to the axis of
the DAC. This orientation was verified using in situ diffrac-
tion �both at 0 and 4 GPa� and also confirmed by comparing
the phonon spectra at 0 GPa with samples in the DACs and
the measurements without the pressure cells. Area diffraction
patterns indicated some turbostratic disorder in the �a ,b�
plane of the samples �rotational stacking disorder along c�,
but this type of disorder does not hinder the measurement of
separate in-plane and out-of-plane polarizations with our
setup. The results for the Fe-partial phonon DOS of
BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 and BaFe2As2 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively.

The effect of pressure on the phonon DOS is significant.
In both the parent and the doped samples, a large stiffening is
observed. The pressure dependence of the IP modes is simi-
lar in both materials, but the OP modes appear more sensitive
to pressure in the superconducting material. This may be due

to the doping-induced c-axis reduction in the superconductor.
From the slopes, we find the pressure coefficients:
d�EOP� /dP=0.68 and 0.45 meV/GPa for OP modes in doped
and parent compounds, respectively, and d�EIP� /dP=0.40
and 0.43 meV/GPa for IP modes in doped and parent com-
pounds, respectively.

Our in situ diffraction data on BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 and
BaFe2As2 at 4 GPa yield lattice compressions in good agree-
ment with those reported by Kimber et al.31 �although we
could not resolve in situ the difference in c parameter be-
tween the two compounds�. We find the following lattice
parameters for BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 at 4 GPa and 300 K: a=b
=3.90�0.01 Å; c=12.71�0.01 Å. Within experimental
uncertainties, the same values are obtained for BaFe2As2 at 4
GPa and 300 K. Both the superconductor and the parent
compound appear to compress by the same relative amount
between 0 and 4 GPa, with anisotropic compressibilities kc
=6.3�3��10−3 and ka,b=3.7�5��10−3 along the c and �a ,b�
axes, respectively. Kimber et al. reported very similar aniso-
tropic compressibilities at 17 and 150 K, indicating that com-
pressibilities do not depend much on temperature �Fig. 7�.

From the experimental change in volume and the mea-
sured phonon frequencies, we obtained the mode-dependent
Grüneisen parameters at T=300 K, �=−d ln E /d ln V, for
the average phonon energy as well as the high-energy optical
modes. Results are listed in Table II.

C. Effect of temperature

The OP Fe-partial phonon DOS of BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 was
measured at 15, 40, 160, and 300 K and that of BaFe2As2
was measured at 10, 100, 160, and 300 K. Results are shown
in Figure 8. We do not observe any large change in the OP
Fe-pDOS of BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 across Tc=22 K. The main
effect observed is an overall softening of the phonon DOS
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BaFe1.84Co0.16As2, at 0 and 4.0�0.2 GPa �300 K�. �b� Same for
OP polarizations.
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with increasing T. This softening corresponds to a downward
shift of about 1 meV in the position of the 32 meV peak
between 10 and 300 K, compatible with the effect observed
on the same peak in LaO0.9F0.1FeAs.2 As we show below,
this behavior is compatible with the quasiharmonic �QH�
model, according to which phonon energies depend on tem-
perature through the thermal expansion �E�T� /E0=
−��V�T� /V0, with � the Grüneisen parameter.

The parent compound also shows a systematic decrease in
energy of all the modes upon heating from 10 to 300 K by an
amount comparable to that in the doped material. The pho-
non DOS in the tetragonal and orthorombic phases are simi-
lar overall, as expected from the small magnitude of the
structural distortion across the transition.32,33 However, we
do observe a slight change in shape of the DOS across the
tetragonal-orthorombic phase transition at 130 K. The optical
phonon peak at �32 meV appears to be the most sensitive

and shifts down abruptly across the transition �heating�. Ad-
ditionally, the phonon peak at 12 meV appears broader above
the phase transition.

The temperature dependence of the average energy and of
the high-energy optical phonon �around 32 meV� for OP
modes is plotted in Fig. 9. The average energy �E� was ob-
tained from the first moment of the measured DOS and the
high-energy optical peak position was estimated by fitting
the top half of the peak to a Gaussian. Error bars are from
experimental counting statistics. As can be seen on this fig-
ure, the phonon energy increases with decreasing tempera-
ture in both BaFe2As2 and BaFe1.84Co0.16As2, as expected
from the decrease in overall volume of the lattice at lower
temperatures. The behavior in BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 is smooth
and follows the behavior expected from QH theory. Our data
show the possibility of a small softening upon cooling across
Tc �see Fig. 9�, compatible with the upturn in volume expan-
sion reported in Refs. 34 and 35. In the case of BaFe2As2,
there is a discontinuity in the frequency with a jump at the
temperature of the tetragonal-orthorombic �and magnetic�
transition. This jump is 0.8�0.2 meV for the high-energy
optic OP mode, with the orthorombic phase stiffer than the
tetragonal phase. Our observation can be related to the
smaller volume of the orthorombic phase: Bud’ko et al. re-
ported a reduction in volume upon cooling across TSDW,
mostly associated to a decrease in the basal plane
dimensions.34 When both the doped and undoped materials
are in the tetragonal phase, the high-energy optic mode in the
doped material is stiffer than in the undoped compound by
about 0.5 meV. Below TSDW, the orthorombic BaFe2As2 is
stiffer than BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 �tetragonal�.
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optical peak as function of pressure in BaFe2As2 and
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TABLE II. Experimental Grüneisen parameters of 57Fe-enriched
Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2, obtained from NRIXS measurements as function
of pressure �T=300 K� or temperature �P=0 GPa�.

Polarization
�T=300 K

IP
�T=300 K

OP
�P=0 GPa

OP

�E�
BaFe2As2 1.4�0.2 1.6�0.2 1.5�0.3

BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 1.3�0.2 2.1�0.2 1.9�0.6

Eoptic,2 �32 meV�
BaFe2As2 1.8�0.1 1.7�0.1 2.2�0.2

BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 1.7�0.1 1.8�0.1 2.9�0.3
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FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� OP Fe-pDOS of BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 as
function of temperature as measured with NRIXS. �b� Same for
BaFe2As2. The curves for measurements at 160 and 300 K in the
lower panel were vertically offset for clarity.
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We note that Choi et al. reported Raman measurements in
CaFe2As2, which show a 0.5 meV steplike stiffening of the
B1g Raman mode �at 26 meV� when cooling across the struc-
tural transition in that compound.36 Our data around the en-
ergy of the B1g Raman mode �26 meV� in BaFe2As2 are less
clear than for the 31 meV mode, but show an energy differ-
ence of 0.3�0.2 meV between 160 and 100 K. The mea-
surements of Chauvière et al. for the B1g Raman mode in
BaFe2As2 do not show a clear discontinuity either, but seem
to show a kink around TSDW.37 We do not observe any trace
of the splitting of the low-energy Eg Raman mode reported
by these authors,37 but this mode corresponds to vibrations in
the �a ,b� plane �IP polarized�.38

The temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies
can be computed from the thermal expansion of the crystal
using the quasiharmonic approximation. Using the tempera-
ture dependence of the cell volume reported by Bud’ko et al.
for the doped compound34 and by da Luz et al. for the parent
compound,35 we determined the Grüneisen parameters giv-
ing the best fits to our measurements of the 32 meV OP
optical mode �corresponding to dashed curves in Fig. 9�.
Assuming the Grüneisen parameter ��� is independent of
temperature, we optimized � and the energy at low tempera-
ture, E0�T=10 K�, so that EQH�T�=E0�V�T� /V0�−� would
minimize the �2 of EQH�T�−ENRIXS�T� for all measured tem-
peratures. Results are listed in Table II. We find � 	P=0
=2.2�0.2 for BaFe2As2 and � 	P=0=2.9�0.3 for
BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 for the high-energy optical peak with OP

polarization. It is to be noted that these “thermal” Grüneisen
parameters are significantly larger than the pure volume Grü-
neisen parameters obtained from measurements under pres-
sure �� 	T=300�1.7 for the high-energy OP peak� or from the
values obtained from DFT calculations, as discussed below.

V. FIRST-PRINCIPLES SIMULATIONS

First-principles calculations of IP and OP Fe partial pho-
non DOS for BaFe2As2 were done within the framework of
density-functional theory �DFT�, with the generalized gradi-
ent approximation of Perdew et al.39 The phonon calcula-
tions were done using linear response as implemented in
QUANTUM ESPRESSO.40 We used experimental lattice param-
eters when available but relaxed the As height via energy
minimization. The basis set cutoff for the wave functions
was 40 Ry, while a 400 Ry cutoff was used for the charge
density. A 4�4�4 special k-point grid was used for
Brillouin-zone sampling. The dynamical matrices were cal-
culated on a 4�4�4 grid and the dynamics was then inter-
polated on a much finer 48�48�48 grid to obtain the pho-
non DOS.

The lattice parameters used in the calculation were a=b
=3.9625 Å and c=13.0168 Å, corresponding to the experi-
mental structure at ambient conditions �300 K, 0 GPa�.32

Relaxation of the As fractional coordinate along c gave zAs
=0.345 15. For the comparison to measurements at 4 GPa,
computations were performed on a compressed unit cell with
a=b=3.913 Å and c=12.698 Å, corresponding the high-
pressure diffraction measurements reported in Ref. 31 and
also in good agreement with our experimental estimates. In
this case, the relaxed zAs was 0.347 86. In order to compare
the phonon DOS of the parent compound BaFe2As2 and the
doped compound BaFe1.8Co0.2As2, additional computations
were performed on a unit cell of BaFe2As2 compressed along
the c axis by 0.25%. The slight compression of the c axis
induced almost no change in the relaxed fractional As posi-
tion, zAs=0.345 14. The purpose of this calculation was to
study the effect of geometrical changes of the structure on
the phonons without changing the composition.

Results for the Fe-partial DOS for in-plane and out-of-
plane polarizations at 0 and 4 GPa are shown in Fig. 10. The
computed phonon DOS curves were convoluted with the
measured experimental resolution function to compare with
the experimental DOS. The computed phonon DOS curves
are in good agreement with the measurements, both in the
shapes of the curves and the energies of the modes. The
number of peaks and their relative intensities agree well with
our experimental data. The DFT frequencies are consistently
about 10% stiffer than the measured frequencies, however.
This shortcoming is well known for non-spin-polarized
calculations.7,8,41 A treatment with spin-polarized wave func-
tions typically brings better agreement with measured pho-
non frequencies,7,8 however the agreement within the non-
spin-polarized calculations is sufficient to investigate trends
as function of unit-cell volume and geometry. From the av-
erage energy of the computed phonon DOS, we find the Grü-
neisen parameters �IP

�E�=1.11 and �OP
�E�=1.10, while for the

high-energy optic modes, we obtain �IP
optic=1.58 and �OP
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FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� Temperature dependence of average
energy for Fe vibrations with OP polarization in BaFe2As2 and
BaFe1.84Co0.16As2. �b� Same for OP high-energy optic peak. Mark-
ers with error bars are experimental values. Dashed curves give the
calculated T dependence for a QH model, EQH�T�=E0�V�T� /V0�−�,
using thermal-expansion data reported in Refs. 34 and 35 �see text�.
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=1.15. These theoretical values are systematically lower than
our experimental results �see Table II�. This discrepancy in-
dicates that the suppression in magnetism upon compression
may result in an additional stiffening of phonons, which is
not captured in the present computations.

The projected phonon DOS computed on BaFe2As2 com-
pressed along the c axis is compared to the computed DOS at
the experimental �uncompressed� geometry in Fig. 11. As
can be seen in this figure, the compression of the c axis alone
leads to a stiffening of phonon modes polarized both along c
�OP� and perpendicular to it �IP�, as observed experimentally
upon Co doping. The magnitude of the stiffening for both
polarizations is also in good agreement with the experimen-
tal observation.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our phonon measurements as function of doping, pres-
sure, and temperature show a systematic trend. In all cases,
we observe a strong correlation between the phonon energies
and the unit-cell volume with contractions in the lattice pa-
rameters leading to stiffer phonons. This behavior is ex-
pected on the basis of interatomic force-constants weakening
with increasing atomic separation. The change in phonon
frequencies is related to the change in volume through the
Grüneisen parameter �quasiharmonic approximation� and we
have determined the Grüneisen parameters of IP and OP po-
larizations, for both the average phonon energy and the
higher-energy optical peak. The Grüneisen parameters ob-
tained from measurements under pressure �listed in Table II�
represent the dependence of phonon energy levels on pres-
sure alone �at 300 K�. On the other hand, the Grüneisen
parameters derived from our T-dependent measurements and
the reported thermal expansion combine the effect of the

volume change and other T-induced phenomena, such as car-
rier excitation across the Fermi level, or T-dependent mag-
netic excitations.

Upon closer examination, the contraction of the unit cell
with Co doping �0.25% in volume� at 300 K is expected to
result in a stiffening of the average phonon energy of about
0.4%, ��E� / �E��0.004, based on our measured Grüneisen
parameters. The observed stiffening is in good agreement
with this result, with ��EOP� / �EOP�=0.004�0.002 �beam-
line 16-IDD� and 0.006�0.002 �beamline 3-IDD�, and
��EIP� / �EIP�=0.01�0.004 �beamline 16-IDD�. Thus, we
conclude that electron doping results in a stiffening of
phonons that can be accounted for based on the volume con-
traction alone. This is in agreement with the results of the
DFT simulations, which show that a 0.25% compression in
the c lattice-parameter accounts for the observed change of
both the OP- and IP-polarized phonon DOS upon doping
�see Fig. 11�. In both theory and experiment, the peak at 32
meV appears to be the most sensitive to compressions of the
c axis �for IP as well as OP polarizations�.

Recently, Kimber et al.31 reported a similarity between
the effects of pressure and doping on the lattice constants of
�Ba,K�Fe2As2. Our measurements indicate that doping and
compression also have similar effects on the phonons, which
can be interpreted as Co exerting an effective chemical pres-
sure �Co is a smaller species than Fe�, which leads to a
smaller unit cell and stiffer phonons.

The Grüneisen parameters obtained from first-principles
calculations �corresponding to lattice compressions� are sig-
nificantly smaller than the experimental values determined
from high-pressure phonon data. Although the non-spin-
polarized calculations are expected to predict stiffer phonon
frequencies than the experimental values, this should be the
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FIG. 10. �a� Fe-partial DOS computed with DFT, for IP polar-
izations in BaFe2As2 at 0 and 4 GPa, convolved with the experi-
mental resolution function. �b� Same for OP polarizations OP.
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case at all volumes and does not account for the underesti-
mated Grüneisen parameter. A possible explanation is that
compression leads to a weakening of the magnetic moments
in the material and an extra phonon stiffening, compared to a
pure volume effect. Since our calculations are nonmagnetic
at all volumes, this extra stiffening would be missed, leading
to smaller predictions for the Grüneisen parameters.

Using a recently formulated Landau theory,10 this effect
can be estimated for the case of the As Raman phonon mode,
which corresponds to As planes vibrating against the Fe
planes. We may write the magnetic free energy as

FM = AM2 + BM4 − �	�z − zc� − 
�z − zc�2�M2 +
K0

2
�z − �z��2,

�1�

where M is the Fe moment, z is the separation between Fe
and As planes, zc is the Stoner quantum critical point in z for
onset of magnetism, �z� is the thermal average of z, and K0 is
the �harmonic� elastic constant without the spin-lattice inter-
action. By minimizing Eq. �1� �A=0 at zc�, we obtain

M = 
	�z − zc� − 
�z − zc�2

2B
�1/2

, �2�

which agrees with calculation10 and experiment.42 Also, by
expanding Eq. �1� in z, we obtain the elastic constant renor-
malized for the spin-lattice interaction

K = K0
1 −
	2

2K0B
�1 +

6


	
�z − zc�� . �3�

Using the values evaluated by the DFT calculation for
Ba�Fe0.92Co0.08�2As2,10 zc=1.278 Å, 	 /2B=11.67�B

2 /Å, 	
=0.193 eV /Å�B

2 , 
=0.137 eV /Å2�B
2 , and �z�=1.36 Å, we

obtain the enhancement to the Grüneisen constant due to the
loss of magnetism under increasing pressure

�� = −
1

2

d ln K

d ln z
= 1.81. �4�

The difference in the Grüneisen parameter obtained from
DFT calculations without the spin-lattice effect and the val-
ues measured by NRIXS for BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 is ���0.8,
about a factor of 2 smaller than the value derived above.
However, this overestimate is expected since the measured
value of � is an average over many phonon modes, while the
model calculation was for the phonon mode which is most
strongly affected by spin-phonon coupling. Also, the Fe-As
bond is hard and compresses less than the lattice parameters
under pressure.31

The temperature dependence of phonon energies is com-
patible with the increase in volume upon thermal expansion,
as was shown in Fig. 9. However, the isobaric Grüneisen
parameter for high-energy optic modes �obtained from our
data and reported thermal-expansion curves�, � 	P�2.6, �P
=0 GPa� is significantly larger than its isothermal �T
=300 K� counterpart, � 	T�1.6. This represents a departure

from the quasiharmonic model, or non-harmonicity. It ap-
pears that T-induced modifications of the electronic and/or
magnetic structure may contribute directly to the T depen-
dence of phonons. In particular, it is possible that a weaken-
ing of magnetism with increasing temperature causes an en-
hancement in �, similarly to the case of high pressure
discussed above.

Also, since the electronic DOS of BaFe2As2 has a large
peak in the DOS below the Fermi level, it is possible that
increased temperature leads to extra free carriers, yielding
larger screening and softer phonons than would be obtained
through a pure volume expansion. We point out that the T
dependence of phonons can exhibit systematic departures
from the quasiharmonic model when the Fermi level is in
proximity of sharp features in the electronic DOS.43,44 In
particular, metals whose Fermi level lies in a pseudogap in
proximity of a peak in the electronic DOS, as is the case in
the FeAs compounds13 �and also in Cr and Mo�, can exhibit
an excess phonon softening with increasing temperature. The
dependence of phonons on temperature in Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2
thus presents some similarity with that of Cr and Mo, al-
though this dependence is not altered over the small Co dop-
ing range which induces the superconductivity in
Ba�Fe1−xCox�2As2.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Using NRIXS, we have measured the partial phonon DOS
for in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations of 57Fe atoms in
BaFe2As2 and BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 as function of temperature
and pressure. These experimental phonon DOS curves were
compared to density-functional calculations. Good agree-
ment was observed in the trend as function of doping and
pressure between the experimental and theoretical results.
The dependence of phonons on doping, pressure, and tem-
perature can be understood primarily based on the depen-
dence of the lattice constants on these thermodynamic pa-
rameters. However, magnetism appears to induce an
additional phonon stiffening upon increasing pressure. Also,
the dependence of phonons on temperature is more pro-
nounced than would be expected for a pure volume thermal
expansion, for both the parent and doped compounds. This
extra softening may be attributed to thermally induced rear-
rangements of electronic or magnetic structures.
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